spa FEATURE

water…
I
TAKE ME TO THE
By Deborah Mangum-Copelli
n New Zealand, where the streams, lakes,
rivers and steam flow abundantly. Escape the
everyday and take to the water, from Auckland
up to Coromandel, down to Tauranga, over
to Rotorua and down to Lake Taupo then
back up through Hamilton to return to
Auckland. With names like The Lost Spring
in Whitianga and Hot Water Beach on the
Pacific Ocean, you are never far from the next
thermal pool, pluming geyser or boiling magma
mud field. As you travel on curvy, hilly two-lane
highways through the rolling emerald-green
countryside, you can’t help notice steamy erupting
hot spots dotted along the landscape; a unique and
mysterious sight. The islands of New Zealand are
still very geologically active and it is obvious to all
the senses as you travel and indulge in this natural
thermal wonderland. So close to Australia, you can
be in the land of the Kiwi in about three hours.

With your swimmers close at hand you can literally park your car on the
side of the road and hike into the bush for as little as 10 minutes or, if you’re
more adventurous, for hours, where you’ll find beautifully terraced steaming
hot mineral springs and mud pools just waiting for your bathing pleasure. If it’s
a weekday and off-season, you might be the only ones taking to the water, or
you’ll be sharing with the local folk or a few other spa-seeking travellers. But if
you’re not so inclined and require a changing room and shower facilities you can
enjoy a soak at the public bathing thermal spas like the ones at Mt. Maunganui
in Tauranga. Here, you can hike to the top of the sheep-grazing mountain in the
early morning and bathe in the pools all afternoon for as little as $10 per day. If
you are after a more up-market spa experience, there’s no shortage of choice for
every budget and body need in New Zealand.
Leaving Tauranga and heading toward Rotorua, you’ll encounter these bizarre
little mounds of bulging earth formations where the local landowners have made
full use of their surroundings. They have built little “hobbit huts” as barns, sheds
or habitats for their animals — or perhaps even the in-laws. From here, you could
venture to the more commercial site of “Hobbiton” to take in the original set from
J.R.R. Tolkien’s novel-made-movies, The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings, if you so
desire. Tolkien got his inspiration from the ancient Vikings in Newfoundland and
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Scandinavia, so it’s not a new concept but
the numerous little mounds of hills in the
mid North Island are very pratical.
As you get closer to Rotorua you’ll start
to smell the sulphurous air, which gets
stronger as you enter the township. It’s
no wonder, as the entire town is literally
steaming from the inside out. Steam rises
from the drainage systems next to the
footpaths in town and there is an entire
thermal public park, Kuirau, where visitors
can soak in the sulphuric hot waters and
walk along the steamy and muddy ponds.
But if you’re after a little more pampering
then head down Te Ngae Road to the
Waiora Spa and Resort.
Here you’ll find a resort spa experience
ready to offer you some indigenous
Maori “miri miri” massage and other
scrumptious treatments. My therapist,
Aleisha, explained that the miri miri
was a soft, rhythmical massage used
for over 800 years in New Zealand for
healing, relaxation and preparedness for
battle. A foot washing ritual performed
first signifies the leaving of worldly cares
and woes and a “karakia”, or blessing,
is offered up by the therapist at the
beginning and end of the treatment to lift
the spirit. I would not have been able to
battle anything after this massage; it was
quite intense but well worth the kneading
experience. A first for me was the use of
Manuka tree oil in the massage; it was a
wonderfully light and slippery oil that I
left on my skin as it was so absorbent and
hydrating. You can purchase these products
online at http://www.waioraresort.co.nz/
AliteMudBeautyProducts.aspx
The following day we headed up
the road to what George Bernard Shaw
affectionately named “Hell’s Gate”, the
beast of all geothermal parks. As we
traversed the hot lava stone and mud
sediment pathway for an hour and a half

we saw and felt the real elements of the
earth’s core, purportedly closer to the
surface than anywhere else in the world.
Being only 1.5 km below, the heat source,
or magma, from this area is literally a
bit too close for comfort. “Ruaumoko”
is the Maori god of volcanic activity and
the Ngati Rangiteaorere, the local Maori
ancestral tribe can often be seen bathing
in some of the remote pools. There was
a creamy coloured white clay our guide
pulled from the side of a cliff, made from
bentonite, that forms naturally from the
hardening of volcanic ash. He moulded
this magic clay into a ball and placed it in
each of our hands and asked us to shake it
sideways to see what would happen - and
voilà, it turned into a creamy white liquid
that we then applied all over our hands
and arms. The transformation process of
this clay to a liquid is called thixotropy. Of
course it hardened afterwards, just as a mud
mask would do, butut the natives used this
liquid clay as a natural sunscreen, whitener
and antiseptic. Bentonite, zinc and titanium
dioxide are also found in all the Hell’s Gate
mud, which is wonderful for its exfoliating,
detoxifying and healing properties. The
pure bentonite clay is used in many of
the skin care products sold at WaiOra in
their Alite range, but specifically in their
Rejuvenating Whitening Crème.
This interactive and informative hike
through the geothermal park took us
through hot sulphur pools bubbling from
62 degrees Celsius with pH levels of 3.5,
to pools and steaming waterfalls at 145
degrees Celsius with pH levels so acidic
or alkaline it would scald you upon touch.
But adjacent to this hot sulphuric walk are
the wonderful mud and mineral pools of
the Hell’s Gate Spa, where you can apply
the muddy brew in specialised mud baths
and jump from mud to sulphur pools or
clear, cold spring-water falls. To enjoy
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all of this in a natural active setting is beyond
description, but a must-do for every spa aficionado.
No trip to Rotorua would be complete without
a visit and a dip at the large town complex of
The Polynesian Spa. It is fully equipped for any
spa-goer’s desires and budget, featuring public
bathing pools at varying temperatures and pH
levels, to natural and beautifully appointed private
hot spring experiences all within the confines of
five-star amenities, if required. The retail area alone
can take hours to explore with product ranges
using indigenous Manuka honey and mud from
many different areas of New Zealand, to more
commercial brands from France, the UK and USA.
From here we travelled further south and west
toward Lake Taupo. With another Maori cultural
stop along the way, we did a thermal bush tour with a
spewing geyser displaying its steamy “te puia pohuto”
power on the hour. Shedding our muddy shoes and
clothes for a night we stayed at The Hilton, Lake
Taupo, with magnificent views of the lake and snowcapped active volcanic mountains in the background.
This Hilton-branded boutique property on Napier
Road, Taupo, boasts one of the best bistros in the
area, Bistro Lago, with head chef Jason Lewis in
command. Spa cuisine, North Island-style, was at
its best with a beautiful bright crimson sunset over
the lake ordered for desert. The Hilton sure knows
how to pamper and delight after all the dirty earthy
pleasures which preceded. Be sure to log onto www.
laketaupo.hilton.com for all the Hilton has to offer.
And then, Hilton, you sent us back into
the wild, as if enough of a good thing was just
not enough. But a different experience it was,
and with nature as its backdrop, the Wairakei
Terraces Hot Springs and Spa offered thermal
falls terraced down the landscape amongst the
bush with sulphuric bathing pools of varying
temperatures stepped down the hillside. Part of
Hilton’s Body, Mind and Soul Package Stay at
Lake Taupo, this spa journey planted yet another
memorable moment. After bathing from one
pool to the next, my Maori therapist guided

me to a lovely warm, quiet and cosy massage
room where we discussed my specific aches and
pains du jour. Instead of a traditional massage
she decided to practice a combination of “sukyo
mahikari” healing rituals with gentle, relaxing
strokes to soothe. A neophyte to this energy
work, I found it very uplifting and spiritual. If
you’d like to know more about this Japanese art
form of healing, go to http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Sukyo_Mahikari It’s essentially the art of
channelling light from God through the palms of
the practitioner’s hands and given to the recipient
as a healing prayer or meditation.
With all the hot mineral waters and muds
emerging from the depths of the earth there are
healing elements that read like a university chemistry
chart when you explore further. There is silica, which aids in collagen production
and boosts the immune system while promoting healthy nerves, hair and nails.
Sodium is present to relieve the symptoms of arthritis. Potassium normalises
heart rhythms, reduces high blood pressure and eliminates body toxins while
promoting healthy skin. Magnesium maintains muscle tissue and hormone levels
while arsenic benefits plasma and tissue growth at certain levels. There’s boron,
which boosts brain activity and strengthens bones; iron to build the quality of
the blood and help resist stress and fatigue, and lithium for mental balance and
gastrointestinal conditions. Manganese helps to break down fats and cholesterol
while sulphate rids the body of toxins and acts as an anti-inflammatory.
Calcium helps muscle development, hormone balance and the nervous system,
while chloride has musculo-skeletal benefits. And then there’s fluoride, which
promotes density, elasticity and stability of skin, bones and teeth.
With all of this knowledge it’s no wonder the Maori people took to the waters
frequently pre- and post-battle and for medicinal and spiritual purposes. So, taking
in yet another famous water therapy area known locally as the five-star camping
spa property of Taupo DeBretts was a very easy task. Located next to The Hilton,
we stayed at a self-contained little cottage villa overlooking Lake Taupo with just
a short walk down the hill to the Living Waters Spa and Thermal Pools. Here we
found many a camper and spa soaker enjoying the multiple pools. After having
a righteous soak in the public pools and then a dip in the private plunge pool,
I went for my final thermal mud wrap, facial and massage for 90 minutes. On
probably the warmest summer day we’d had yet in New Zealand, this wrap would
have sweated out even the most cold-blooded skinny yank like myself.
This head to toe treatment used mud from the region which was mixed with
minerals to scrub my feet. The mixture was then applied generously all over my
body after which I was wrapped and swaddled. While baking and detoxifying, a
lovely Manuka honey facial was performed and completed with a good, strong
head massage. As my beautiful Philippine therapist meticulously removed the mud
from each section of my body, she then applied “Living Nature” tranquillity body
oil. Once she’d thoroughly adorned my whole body with the oil she moved to a
full body massage; it was heavenly. Be sure to check out www.taupodebretts.co.nz
for more information on their accommodation selections and spa and hot springs.
Our North Island tour would not have been fulfilled without a short
but mysterious stop at the Waitomo Glow-worm Caves en route back to
Auckland. With ancestors of the Maori chief who originally explored the caves
as our guide, we were taken down a long winding passageway of stalagmite
and stalactite formations that led us to a huge inside cathedral cave where local
concerts are sometimes performed. From there we ventured further down, and
onto a tin boat at the underground river where it was pitch-black and silent,
except for the little blue glow-worms, sparkling and glittering above. Floating
along the black river while worm gazing was a magical conclusion to an even
more breath-taking spa sojourn in New Zealand’s stunning North Island. n
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